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**Q-Brace Program**

**Benchtop Light Equipment**
Alternative Bracing May Be Approved.
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**Diagram E-3a**

- (E) CABINETS
- RESTRAINT TYPE 1
- DETAIL RT1
- WORKSAFE TEK/LAB
  "STANDARD" OR "SWIVEL CAM" FASTENING STRAP
  EA. SIDE OF UNIT
- (E) DESKTOP
- ALTERNATE RESTRAINT LOCATION
- BENCHTOP EQUIPMENT
  AT ALL WALLS (< 50 LBS)

**Diagram E-3b**

- (E) CABINETS
- RESTRAINT TYPE 1
- DETAIL RT1
- WORKSAFE TEK/LAB
  LASSO TSML1124HS
- (E) DESKTOP
- ALTERNATE RESTRAINT LOCATION
- MICROSCOPES
  AT ALL WALLS (< 50 LBS)